Save Idlib NOW!
No War against Idlib!
For weeks now, courageous women, men and children of Idlib, in North Syria, in their
thousands, have been demonstrating for their lives: despite seven and a half years of
genocidal bombing, hunger sieges and deprivation of medical care, war fought against
their hospitals, their children´s schools, their refugee centres and aid workers, bus
deportations from their homes (some twice or more times), of torture imprisonments,
rape killings and mass disappearances, despite this and more – people in North Syria are
collecting en mass on the streets, shouting, we are not terrorists, No Justice No Peace „the people want the end of the regime“
On World Peace Day, 21.9 2018, we must stand with them, for freedom, for an immediate
end to the war – we, normal women, men and children here, must demand Stop Now – to
a genocide and mass killing, which has been announced in cold blood in advance, as
„liquidation“ and „extermination“ of resistance by Assad and Putin. There can be no
peace with genocidal mass murder; Syrians must be free, to choose for themsleves.
This World Peace Day is called by the UN: that UN which has now completely caved in to
genocidal massacre and torture death in Syria. Documented is, that UN food and medical
aid is only administered with the permission of the Assad regime, and in Assad areas –
disgracefully, freeing Assad´s resournces for the further torture campaigns and mass
death. UN official de Mistura has said there are „10,000 terrorists“ in Idlib: a a tacit
green light, for Putin and Assad´s clearly pronounced aim, to exterminate them (in a
region, which is a UN and Russia declared „deescalation zone“). De Mistura and other UN
officials have called for „humanitarian corridors“ to Assad regions – given that most
Syrians have lost so many loved ones - to bombing, rape and torture death or forced
transcription into the army, where they are forced to fight against other Syrians - The
idea of the "Humanitarian Corridors" is unsurpassed in cynicism.
We should also not think, in Germany, that we are not involved: German taxpayers
´money bolsters the bankrupt UN support for Assad, BND and services cooperate openly
(„against terrorism!; a scandal) with Assad´s services, Germany forces Syrian refugees
here to go to the embassy, be humiliated by the killers of their families and to pay them
large fees for documents, and so much more. Merkel´s expressed wish to avoid a
„humanitarian catastrophe“ in Idlib, will weigh much, much less to Putin than her
understanding, expressed at dinner with him in the beautiful surroundings of Meseberg
Castle, that fighters must be fought („natürlich, mussen die Kämpfer bekämpft werden“)
- for Putin, another green light for mass bombardment of women, men and up to 1.5
million children from the air.

VIRGIL ON THE
OCASSION OF THE
STARTED WAR
AGAINST IDLIB

The bombing must stop immediately – humanitarian, food, medical aid, must reach Idlib
immediately.
Stand with the people – a free Syria for free Syrians!
Please check news about the venue and time on facebook at:
www.facebook.com/4syrebellion

21. SEPTEMBER 2018
6:00 - 9:00 pm
Berlin, Breitscheidtplatz

Contakt: https://www.4syrebellion.de/
Facebook: 4syrebellion

